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From presentable to phenomenal with Wall Wash Lighting



It has long been held that great architecture is accentuated through great lighting. So whilst an 
architectural landscape may be impressive and imposing in the day, even greater emphasis can be 
achieved at night. Our most impressive monuments, galleries and historic buildings have always 
stood as visual icons to our designers and our history.  These concepts are now being captured 
through architectural design and lighting, in our corporate offices, our industrial campuses and 
residential complexes. Great design is being matched with explicit exterior lighting to magnify and 
accentuate key features, and deliver much more than illumination. The building façade itself can 
become the centrepiece and visual epicentre, representing the qualities, attributes, and styling that 
the architect and business owner together, hold to be true.

This paper explores the techniques and benefits behind efficient and effective façade lighting. The 
focus is on a practise referred to as exterior wall wash lighting. This concept is being universally 
adopted, in what could be described as a renaissance – a revival, a renewal, a re-emergence and 
blending of old and new. Architectural design, order, functionality and styling meet aesthetic, sus-
tainable, economic and dynamic lighting that is sympathetic to its surrounds whilst delivering high 
visual impact. Design matched with lighting that has the ability to invoke energy, passion and ele-
ments that convey the very values, beliefs and culture of a business. This technique is about bringing 
architecture to life, with clear purpose.

Introduction
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There is a new order in architectural design that is in tune with its owner. 
Designers and architects are working unlike before, with more than a brief. 
They are working with a belief. A belief to create more than just a stylish 
and functional building. With concepts like exterior wall wash lighting, 
designers and architects are breathing life and light, into structures that 
reflect the heart and soul of businesses and their people. 

This is about creating a beautiful amalgam of building design and lighting. 

In a return to iconology, building design, form and function are being 
likened to a businesses’ values and culture. A business that produces 
quality products services and solutions, emulates this through their 
premises - beautiful design and styling, visibly obvious and compelling 
through its lighting. The previous practise of creating building presence at 
night through internal lighting is proving uneconomic, wasteful and lacking 
in imagination and effectiveness.  

Enhance, amplify and market your brand
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When creativity and imagination matter

Wall wash lighting is enabling the visual portrayal of features and attributes that serve a businesses’ 
marketing and positioning. Lighting can convey prestige, impact, it can be impressive and visually striking. 
Businesses that seek market presence and in making bold statements are doing so with their design and 
accentuating them through exterior lighting. The same concept is being applied in presenting a brand as 
authentic, believable and real.  Incorporating style and form, the accentuation of features, design elements, 
choice of building materials, and representation of the company logo are all elements that can be reinforced 
through exterior lighting. Building structures are being actively leveraged as key elements of the marketing 
mix, in both light hours and dark.

The introduction of colour management has always been popular, but is entering a growth phase impelled 
through ease and control. The ability to remotely and in real-time, manage and regulate building colour 
schemes create interest, purpose, relevance and responsiveness. Beyond simply yellow lighting on Daffodil 
Day, for example, the ability to visually and outwardly show support for global events and occurrences 
is reflecting a business as in-touch, spontaneous and sensitive with the world around it. This approach is 
striking a chord with global communities and is reflecting the values, beliefs and spirit of businesses in an 
engaging fashion.  Wall wash lighting is being used to signal, attract and engage the market, to outstanding 
effect.

It is these creative attributes in lighting design that are increasingly transforming a structure from 
presentable to phenomenal. 

Bringing the Amalgam to Life

Global research is showing a dramatic increase in exterior lighting and in particular illuminated façades. 
There are very specific challenges to be addressed in effectively blending design with lighting, and achieving 
the desired outcomes for the business or building owner. To illustrate, lighting that does not show respect 
to natural flora and fauna is quickly dismissed as a business which does not respect its customers. A building 
that uses light poorly or inefficiently, is seen as wasteful and out of touch. Conversely, strong, bold imagery 
created through design and lighting is seen as a translation of the creativity, uniqueness and innovation at 
the heart of the business. This is the context that is driving this beautiful amalgam of design and lighting.

The very best examples of this are addressing and harmonising the blended inputs of visual, emotional, 
functional and sustainable design. The end result – outstanding architecture accentuated and brought to life 
at nightfall spectacularly, through techniques such as wall wash lighting. 



Elegant aesthetics are created by designers that incorporate lighting with design that is sympathetic to 
the local environment. Direction of lighting away from natural ecosystems and appropriate lighting that 
serves to illuminate, highlight and direct, are both examples of this. Lighting that is sensitive to nocturnal 
animals, especially in low urbanised environments adds to amicable coexistence of the building in a 
natural setting. Done effectively, wall wash lighting aesthetics radiate cultural elements of care, empathy 
and mindfulness.

Lighting challenges can be exacerbated in urban and metropolitan settings. The building structure itself 
may need to compete with various lighting sources and lighting forms from street lighting and adjacent 
properties, whilst issues of shadowing, reflection and light refraction from alternate light sources, 
pose further challenges. The blending of cut-through exterior lighting with internal functional lighting, 
is able to achieve a sense of harmony and coexistence; a building that serves a purpose, and fulfils a 
commitment to its environment and market. 

Intelligent exterior lighting should lend character to its environment. Harmonious integration of lighting 
architecture with natural light, afternoon shadowing and surrounding structures and light sources is the 
key. Taking a perspective that builds a visual and engaging relationship with the audience allows for the 
transition from presentable to phenomenal. This approach is guided by choices of lighting, from strip, 
LED, spot and flood lights. Exterior wall wash lighting can be achieved across a variety of lighting choices, 
managed efficiently through the Building Management System (BMS). The BMS allows for incorporation 
of timers, dimmers and light luminosity regulation, enhancing visual impact across the advance of 
nightfall.

Architectural façade lighting can incorporate a variety of effective techniques for wall wash lighting. 
Standardised, wide-area lighting of the façade will illuminate natural shapes, design features and surface 
structures. White, directed light can be trained onto building columns, entrance features or vestibules. 
Lighting intensity and style, whether incorporating media or as a standalone feature, is both in vogue 
and effective.

Architectural façade lighting is not untouched by economic pressures. Intelligent lighting that maximises 
excellence in design, showcases character and personality and does so with modern utility through 
lighting materials, quality and energy-use is fundamental. Regulation and integration with natural 
light further helps to minimise light usage and cost. Wall wash lighting has consistently proven itself 
as a lower-cost technique, with high visual impact. The lifecycle investment associated with wall wash 
lighting profiles it as a proven, robust and predictably low-cost lighting alternative, supporting its 
popularity in recent times. Smart, efficient and delivering outstanding visual impact.

The living and breathing structure
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Applications

• Wall Washing Lights

• Linear Architectural Lights

• RGB Flood Lights

• Inground Uplights

• Stage Lights

(Event and Stage Lighting)

(Historical Building Façades Lighting)

(Contemporary Architecture Exterior Lighting)

(Bridge Flood Lighting)

(Landscape Lighting)
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Bringing it all together

The range and choice of products for wall wash lighting, has never been greater. Specialist products 
on the market are designed for washing façades, features and creating visual impact.  A variety of 
applications based on type, colour and intensity of light and washing required, are now on offer. These 
include units which are building-mounted, in-ground uplights, flood lights, stage and event lights, RGB / 
RGBW / RGBWA LED lighting for colour selection, available in various size configurations and mounts to 
meet definitive specification.  

Leading the market with choice, design and a fully customisable, energy-efficient range, is Australian 
company, BoscoLighting. The BoscoLighting wall wash lighting range is designed with creativity, flexibility 
and functionality in mind, whilst offering impressive savings in energy use. With a style and design for 
practically every application, you’ll see why BoscoLighting’s wall wash lighting suite is receiving national 
acclaim. 

For more information on wall washing, visit the BoscoLighting website www.boscolighting.com.au or call 
02 9188 3470 to speak with one of Bosco’s knowledgeable technical staff. 
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